FROM COLOR AND TEXTURE TO SHAPE AND
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Sushi rice wrapped in
nori with katsu lionfish
seared with foie gras crab
toro tartar and caviar
lemon creme. Topped
with Thai basil and
24-karat gold flakes.
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balance, many elements converge to create
an artful food presentation. In 2018, the art
of plating has shifted from a more natural,
random style to razor-sharp precision,
structure, and focus. Chefs around the
world have turned to effects such as scaling,
molding and fanning. Food Network’s
World Extreme Chef Terry French — the
new executive chef at UMI whose masterful
creation is pictured here — traces his love of
plating to his passion for art as a child. “I had
always thought of what it would be like to
be an assistant to Michelangelo and mix the
paints that made his visions come alive,” says
French. As it turns out, French has become
an artist in his own right, creating not only
mesmerizing but delicious works of art.
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World Extreme Chef
Terry French

UMI

JAPANESE CUISINE & SUSHI BAR
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525 Park Ave S
umiwinterpark.com
407.960.3993
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Experience Winter Park’s exciting new flavors as legacy Japanese
cuisine melds with international culinary influences. Traditional
favorites include Robatayaki grilled meats, seafood and vegetables,
and masterly crafted sushi rolls. Japanese fusion cuisine adds an
intriguing twist to the dining experience, with innovative originals
such as Tuna Tataki, Lemon Citrus Lobster, Hamachi Kama and
Matcha Green Tea Panna Cotta. Tapas-style plating allows patrons to
share and sample while enjoying fine wines and one of the region’s
most extensive collections of premium Japanese beer and sake.
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Chef Stephen Doyle
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HAMILTON’S
KITCHEN
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Named for Hamilton Holt, president of Rollins College from 1925
to 1949, Hamilton’s Kitchen embodies one man’s pursuit of
innovation. The iconic president was known for inviting too many
people over for dinner, saying “If you can find a chair, you’re welcome
in my kitchen.” Different styles of chairs pop up as homage to Holt
throughout the restaurant, where locally sourced ingredients fuse
with the rustic charm of a bygone era. Located in The Alfond Inn,
Hamilton’s serves breakfast, lunch and dinner seven days a week.

300 E New England Ave
thealfondinn.com
407.998.8089
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THE
GLASS
KNIFE
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Life is better shared — and we’re serving the
moments you’ve been waiting for. With coffee
and cuisine from classic to casual, stop in for
breakfast or lunch, even a romantic nightcap
for two. And don’t forget decadent cakes
and elegant desserts that make the perfect
addition to every festive holiday table.

276 S Orlando Ave
theglassknife.com
407.500.CAKE
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Chef Stuart Whitfield
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565 W Fairbanks Ave
theravenouspig.com
407.628.2333

James Beard-nominated chef duo James and Julie
Petrakis are at the helm of this critically acclaimed
restaurant, serving sustainable food created
with passion and prepared using ingredients
sourced in Florida. The Ravenous Pig offers an
extensive menu ranging from traditional pub fare
to house-made pastas, creative salads and fresh
seafood, in addition to seasonal cocktails, an
extensive wine list and Cask & Larder craft beer
brewed on site. Dinner 7 days a week, Lunch
Wednesday–Saturday, and Sunday Brunch.
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THE
RAVENOUS PIG
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HILLSTONE
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215 S Orlando Ave
hillstone.com
407.740.4005
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SERVING WINTER PARK WITH PRIDE
AND GOOD FOOD SINCE 1996
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310 Park South
407.647.7277

326 Park Ave S
407.960.3778

JoAnne McMahon,
Owner/Restaurateur;
Owner/Restaurateur;
Chef Tony
Tony Krueger
Krueger

310 PARK SOUTH
BLU ON THE AVENUE
Established in 1999, 310 Park South
makes you feel right at home with our
cafe-style seating, great food, extensive
wine list and full bar. Relax and enjoy
our award-winning New American
cuisine and our professional service
with a personal touch. Inspired by

locals and Orlando visitors, the Blu
concept focuses on fresh seafood,
sushi, prime steaks and classic
cocktails. Dine alfresco or take a seat
at the bar to enjoy a classic cocktail
superbly mixed with fresh juices and
specialty bitters. Enjoy fresh sushi rolls,
smoked salmon fettucine or a slice
of our delectable Italian cream cake.
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Chef Camilo Velasco and Chef Norman Van Aken
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1921
NORMAN
VAN AKEN
BY

Multiple James Beard award winner Norman Van Aken’s rusticrefined restaurant in Mount Dora is a celebration of modern
artisans fused with respect for craftsmanship, community and
culinary diversity. With artwork that marries form and function
and Modern Florida Cuisline like yellow-edge grouper with Kaffir
lime, 1921 and its partner, the adjacent Modernism Museum, set
the stage for a destination that nourishes the body and soul.

142 E Fourth Ave
1921nva.com
352.385.1921
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PLATING WITH

NORMAN
VAN AKEN
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What tools should a home cook
have to take it up a notch?
I advise on keeping things
simple and without artifice. And
I mean that whether it’s from our
professional kitchens or yours at
home. Often when folks try to
doll things up too much, there
are unintended consequences.
Clean, classic lines worked in
fashion for Cary Grant, and
they work in cuisine too.

What are your favorite ways
to plate for holiday dinners?
Elegance is the first thing that
comes to mind. I don’t go for
snowmen and manger scenes
when it comes to cuisine. We’ve
been blessed by receiving
heirloom china, silver and
glassware handed down through
the generations. Tablecloths and
linen napkins are used. Candles are
lit. Chafing dishes that are usually
too over the top are divinely
celebratory this time of year.
How much is too much when
finishing a plate? It’s like that
house-of-cards game. If you
get anywhere near a concern
that things will topple over,
you have gone too far.
What is your favorite garnish
to use? White space.
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What is your approach to plating
a dish before it is served? The
time before one plates a dish is
one of the most crucial factors in
the final outcome. The colors of
the food, the textures intended,
the time between when the food
is plated and when the guest
receives it, the shape of the best
dish to select are all at hand when
these moments are in play.
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THE
ANCIENT
OLIVE

GOURMET FOODS
SERVING/CUTTING BOARDS
CHEESE/CHARCUTERIE
LUXURY CANDIES

THE SPICE & TEA
EXCHANGE
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More than 45 of the finest loose-leaf
teas from around the world.
Hundreds of spices and herbs.
85 custom spice blends, made daily.
Healthy corporate and holiday gift sets.
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Linda Files, Owner

309 Park Ave N
spiceandtea.com
407.647.7423

Jeffrey Schrader and
Bryan Behling, Proprietors

324 Park Ave N
(in the Hidden Garden)
theancientolive.com
321.972.1899
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Chef Bob
Aungst
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Chef Bob Aungst is reviving the lost art of entertaining
with handcrafted events and mid-century modern foods
with cutting-edge twists. Chef Bob pioneered “The
Lost Art of Entertaining” early in his career, building on
his passion for the details and the impact of subtlety.
For almost 30 years, Chef Bob has been crafting
memorable experiences for VIP guests, celebrities,
corporate clients, athletes and four U.S. presidents.

rockssticksandhell.com
919.605.6033
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THE LOST ART
OF ENTERTAINING
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PUBLIX

APRONS
COOKING
SCHOOL
Publix Aprons Cooking Schools are designed to give our customers
a kitchen to learn, practice and have fun in. Our classes are meant to
entertain, amuse and inspire you, giving you confidence no matter what
you’re cooking up. Our classes cover a world of cuisines and trendy topics,
a baker’s dozen of techniques, special seasonal topics, and even guest
appearances by celebrity chefs — TV stars, cookbook authors and local
restaurateurs. You can even schedule private, customized classes for special
occasions, from showers to birthdays to company team-building events.
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Matt Wall and Chef Jerry Craft
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Publix at Winter Park Village
440 N Orlando Ave
publix.com
407.622.2264
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Natalie and Julien
Emmanuel, Owners

Natalie and
Julien Emmanuel,
Owners

KILWINS

CHOCOLATE • FUDGE • ICE CREAM

THE BRIARPATCH

252 Park Ave N
thebriarpatchrestaurant.com
407.628.8651
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For nearly 40 years, The Briarpatch has called Park
Avenue home, delivering every day on its reputation
as one of Winter Park’s most iconic restaurants. We
serve from-scratch contemporary American cuisine in a
rustic-chic atmosphere, inviting diners to go beyond the
usual, to explore a mélange of flavors in new and creative
ways — from our Nutella waffle with fresh strawberries and
mascarpone to our hand-ground California burger to our
famous desserts. Our daily specials rotate with the season
and always feature the freshest ingredients we can source.

Julien and Natalie
Emmanuel, Owners

122 Park Ave N
kilwins.com
407.622.6292
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Since 1947, Kilwins® has earned a reputation
for its quality products and excellent service.
Using only the finest and freshest ingredients,
our products are a pleasure to sell, and we
delight in seeing our customers enjoy them.
Enjoy the experience of watching our HandCrafted Fudge being paddled to perfection.
Kilwins® Chocolates, Fudge, and Ice Cream
are the best confections you will ever enjoy!
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777 E Princeton St
osc.org
407.514.2000
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ORLANDO SCIENCE
CENTER EVENTS
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With a variety of indoor and outdoor
settings, Orlando Science Center is sure to
be the perfect backdrop for your special day.
Breathtaking, romantic settings abound as
you say “I do” while the Florida sun sets over
downtown Orlando or by the picturesque
lakefront. Your closest friends and family
will never forget a celebration shared with
dinosaurs and stargazing … and neither
will you. To learn more or request pricing
information, visit osc.org/weddings.

Chef
Francesco
Aiello

FRANCESCO’S
RISTORANTE • PIZZERIA
In authentic Italian tradition, we select our simple,
whole ingredients and combine them by hand with
heart, using the time-honored method of openflame cooking. From our handmade mozzarella
to artisanal pizzas, pastas and salads, we have a
passion for quality and pride in our product that we
know you’ll appreciate. Reservations suggested.

400 S Orlando Ave, #104
Maitland
francescos-rist.com
407.960.5533
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At Barnie’s, coffee is so much
more than a morning routine.
It’s a ritual, a meditation, a
daily celebration over a cup
of perfectly roasted beans. It’s
a journey through layer upon
layer of rich flavor, sourced
from the best coffee crops
around the world. At Barnie’s
CoffeeKitchen, our cafe on
Park Avenue, we perfect our
micro-roasts, push the limits
of coffee artistry, and create
exciting menu items like our
savory BCK Benedict. Barnie’s
doesn’t just get you going; it
gives you grounds for adventure.

ARTHUR’S
CATERING
Arthur’s Creative Events
& Catering is now in its
third decade of bringing
sensational catered events
to life. Arthur’s has a proven
ability to infuse deliciously
innovative cuisine and
unmatched service into
every type of event you can
imagine. Whether you’re
planning an intimate dinner
party or an elegant wedding,
you can depend on Arthur’s
to make it spectacular.
Contact us today to plan
your next celebration!

BARNIE’S
COFFEEKITCHEN

Chef Josh Feliciano

Chef Josh Feliciano

860 Sunshine Ln
Altamonte Springs
arthurscatering.com
407.331.1193
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118 Park Ave S
barniescoffee.com
407.629.0042
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MONARK
PREMIUM
APPLIANCE
CO.

IN THE KITCHEN WITH
EXTREME CHEF TERRY FRENCH

WHAT EXPERIENCE TELLS US — It’s why
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500 Park Ave S
monarkhome.com
407.636.9725
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builders count on us. It’s why architects
and designers consult us. And it’s why
remodelers turn to us first. Whether
a luxury home developer or a highly
discerning homeowner, every customer
who enters a Monark showroom enjoys
a distinctive, memorable experience.
Offering an unrivaled selection of the
finest home appliances, Monark meets
the most exacting standards — the
same standards we’ve held ourselves
to from the very beginning.
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